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“Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who 

prepare for it today!"-Malcom X 

 

Integrated teaching and learning processes enable children to acquire and use basic 

skills in all the content areas and to develop positive attitudes for continued successful 

learning. Hence, Integrative assignments focus on: The utilization of multiple modes of 

inquiry and multiple avenues of knowledge. 

Keeping in mind the same our Summer Holiday Homework has been designed to 

promote cognitive, emotional and social growth. All the activities are designed to foster 

independence and confidence.  

 

The child may choose any one activity out of the given activities according to his 

interests and aptitudes and can put his best foot forward. 

 

There are few other assignments to reinforce what has been taught in classes and to 

improve your handwriting and vocabulary. 

 

May you find all the energy to revive yourself and your spirit once again for a new start. 

Have a delightful time with your loved ones.  

Happy Holidays!! 

School is out and summer camps start 

And older people feel younger at heart 

And even at night it's warm and lazy 

If you don't like summer you must be crazy 

Swim in the pool, eat some ice cream 

Stare at the clouds, get lost in a dream 



 

Spin in circles until your brain is hazy 

If you don't like summer you must be crazy 

Go to the beach and build a castle 

or you and your friend in the sand can wrassle 

Lie on the green grass, make a chain with a daisy 

If you don't like summer you must be crazy 

 

        THEME: BEYOND THE EARTH 

ACTIVITY 1 

 (My Imagination)  

Draw an imaginary, attractive and colorful picture of an alien on an A4 size sheet (any 

colour). Write a few lines about it in your own words using describing words such as 

strange / peculiar / scary/ one -eyed / wide – eyed / arrogant / godlike / angelic/ funny 

/ squeaky / unique / ugly / soft / friendly / nightmarish evil . 

 

ACTIVITY 2 

(Rhyme Time) 

Write a poem on "Up in the Space”/ “        ” on an A4 size sheet (any color). 

Decorate it as per your imagination and creativity. The poem can be self-composed 

either in English or in Hindi. 

ACTIVITY 3 

 (Cutting and Plating) 

 

Decorate your fruit platter by cutting the fruits in the shape 

of eight planets and label them. Click the picture and paste its 

coloured print-out on an A4 sheet. 

 

  

ACTIVITY 4 

(Tearing and Pasting)  

Create an attractive solar system on an A-3 size sheet, using waste material. 



 

 

Handwriting Practice 

Write ten pages of Handwriting in Hindi and English (each) in a two in one notebook 

and notice how your handwriting improves during the vacation. 

Reading Practice  

Reading is the first step to learning so read atleast one page daily of anything that 

interests you. Pick up a book, magazine or a newspaper and read it out loud to your 

friends or family. 

You may consider the following options: 

● Alice in Wonderland 

● The Jungle Book 

● The Emperor's New Clothes 

● The Pied Piper 

● Little Red Riding Hood 

● Jack and the Beanstalk 

●  Charlotte's Web 

● The Gruffalo 

● The Famous Five-Enid Blyton 

● Roald Dhall Collection 

 

English vocabulary 4-5 words daily: Vocabulary builds confidence and gives us the 

chance to say the same word differently. Start building your vocabulary by writing 

down atleast 3 new words everyday( in the notebook mentioned for Handwriting 

Practice) . We will have plethora of new words by the end of our vacation. 

 

Worksheets 

 Complete the worksheets that are designed to help keep the creativity in Place. So let's 

learn while having fun. 

 


